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The quantitative study of English land markets in the three centuries after

the close of the middle ages is still in its infancy. The medievalists,

exploiting the conveyances of customary tenants recorded in manorial

court rolls, have shown how issues such as the devolution of land within

families, the frequency with which land was sold and the behaviour of the

land market at moments of demographic or economic stress can be

addressed by the analysis of such data either aggregatively or by looking

at the landholding histories of individual participants in the land market.

Early modernists have invariably approached the study of the land market

in a non-quantitative fashion, usually as part of an attempt to make

observations about some other characteristic of English history. Stone

looked at the land market in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries

as part of his campaign to prove that the aristocracy was in decline,

Macfarlane to show that the property-holding behaviour of the English

was ‘ individualistic ’, Habbakuk to explore the strategies by which the

English aristocracy maintained its supremacy and Mingay and others to

settle the debate about the effect of enclosure on the small landowner."

The early modern land market has rarely, if ever, been seen as worthy of

discussion in its own right.

It may be argued that this is because of a lack of records. It must be

conceded that one of the many peculiarities of the English was their

distaste for the compulsory registration of land titles, another the failure
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of the English to develop taxation systems which required the compilation

of cadastres, and a third that English lawyers kept little in the way of

paper where French notaries maintained full registers of the conveyances

they drafted. Even where arrangements were made for the public

registration of deeds, registration was never compulsory. It is too easy,

though, to moan about the documents the English never created whilst

neglecting the materials that are available to us. This article uses a source

with which any medievalist would feel comfortable, but which early

modernists tend to disregard. Copyhold survived in many parts of

England into the eighteenth century and beyond. The records of some –

by no means all – manorial courts therefore continue to act as a registry of

land transactions amongst the customary tenants of their manor even in

the early twentieth century. Here, potentially, is a wonderful source

awaiting exploitation. Modern advances in computer software make that

exploitation possible. On this occasion we wish to present our first analysis

of a new and voluminous dataset drawn from the court rolls of the manor

of Slaidburn (now in Lancashire, but a part of Yorkshire until 1974) and

to use it to address the subject of one of the longest-running debates in

rural history: the decline of the small landowner, and its corollary, the rise

of the capitalized tenant farmer.

The advantages of this approach are several. Court roll materials allow

the land market to be seen as a dynamic entity, with all its participants

given even weight, and not merely those who were successful or whose

archives survive (which is a form of victor’s history). The Slaidburn court

rolls also produce data on aspects of the land market which are otherwise

poorly documented: notably mortgages and (less satisfactorily) leases.

Too often the disappearance of the small landowner has been seen to take

place between the fixed points of specific sources. We can be independent

of these, for the database can generate rentals for any moment in time

between 1520 and 1780.



On one matter all the authorities are agreed. The small landowner or

owner-occupier was progressively disappearing in every century from the

fourteenth to the nineteenth, when the smallholder became the subject of

sentimental approval.# Equally all are agreed that this attrition took place

at different times in different places. Beyond this there is no real

agreement. The whole question of the disappearance of the small

landowner is bedevilled by a lack of exactitude in the key terms, notably

‘peasant ’. This key word now carries with it so much terminological

imprecision that every age can – and does – have its own distinctive

peasantry which is always disappearing. The same is also true of the ‘small
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landowner’. The debate amongst historians is also bedevilled by

confusions between the disappearance of the small freeholder or

copyholder and the disappearance of the small farmer : the former are

units of property and the latter a unit of production. The problem too, as

John Broad had helpfully pointed out in an article on the disappearance

of the Midland small landowner, is that the economically sound middle-

rank occupier in one generation, who perhaps took advantage of the

disappearance of his smaller brethren to increase his estate, was the

vulnerable marginal smallholder in the next period of agricultural

depression.$ Hence we have a solution to what on first acquaintance might

seem to be a paradox: the small landowner was always disappearing, but

it was different people with different-sized holdings who disappeared in

different eras, for the margins of economic viability were constantly

shifting in each generation. For this reason there is no contradiction

between sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century historians recognizing

the disappearance of smaller tenants through engrossing, and later

historians seeing the crucial period for the disappearance of the small

landowner as being in the years after 1680 when smaller farmers were

under pressure from a combination of low arable prices and high taxation.

It may be helpful, though, to suggest that there is a threefold

transmutation in process : from ‘peasants ’, where holdings are genuinely

small and largely used for the subsistence of the peasant’s household; to

‘yeomen’, who were capitalist, labour-employing farmers ; to ‘ farmers ’,

who were ‘agrarian capitalists ’, substantial tenants who employed a wage

labour force to produce foodstuffs for increasingly distant commodity

markets. The distinctions between the three are in scale, perhaps tenure,

certainly the degree of market orientation, possibly mentaliteU .%
The importance of the emergence of ‘ farmers ’, existing within a

bifurcated system of agriculture (where landlords supplied land and

sometimes buildings, but where the tenants brought working capital,

stock and expertise) has always been recognized because of the high levels

of productivity which it has been held their enterprises achieved. (This

view has now been undercut by Allen’s claims for the high productivity of

the yeoman.&) What has been less clear is when they appeared, or in what

numbers, and how. There is a problem of identifying large farms in the

absence of standardized regional or national surveys of property. Allen

has used the land tax returns to demonstrate the existence of quite large

numbers of 100–200-acre farms in the south Midlands about 1790, with

small numbers of larger holdings and a very few properties of 500 acres

and more.' Whatever the problems of using the land tax in this way, there

is no equivalent source which can be employed to produce comparative

figures for any earlier date.
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Brenner argued that large capitalists were largely the creation of

landowners, and in a few cases this may be true, but it is far from proven.(

His account, though, pointed up how little was known about the process

by which large tenants emerged. In discussing English conditions he made

no allowance for a process of promotion within the peasantry and

yeomanry independent of anything which lords were trying to bring

about.

The advantage of looking again at these issues in Slaidburn is twofold.

The first is that the quality of the data allows for a high-definition view of

the land market, the second that the manor lacked a manorial interest to

drive consolidation or existing gentry proprietors around whom agglo-

merations of property could form. If we find estates forming, then it is not

driven by a manorial interest. A caveat needs to be entered. The court rolls

are concerned primarily with the ownership of copyhold. This is not

without its problems, but the crucial point to bear in mind at the moment

is that the agglomeration of property to form estates (units of ownership)

cannot be read as evidence that farm size (units of production) was

increasing. As elsewhere, this remains a vexed and vexing issue which is

hard to address. In this article we concentrate on presenting our

preliminary conclusions for the period after 1650, focusing on the prime

statistical indicators. Other articles on the landholding experiences of

individuals will follow. On this occasion the manor and our work on it is

introduced in Part II. The overall shape of the land market over 260 years

is considered in Part III before we describe the consolidation of tenements

in Part IV, offer data for mortgages in Part V, sales in Part VI and some

overall reflections in Part VII.

 

The manor of Slaidburn consisted of four townships, divided into two

groups by a ridge of high moorland. To the south of this ridge were the

settlements of Grindleton and West Bradford, which lie on the north bank

of the river Ribble slightly upstream of Clitheroe. On the north side of this

ridge were the townships of Slaidburn and Newton on the River Hodder,

a tributary of the Ribble. A single manorial court was held at Slaidburn

for the four townships. Each of these villages had its own open fields. At

the edge of these were farms, some freehold, some copyhold, whose lands

appear to have been enclosed within a ring fence. Some of these farms

were, by local standards, very large: their origins were most certainly

medieval. Slaidburn also had two independent hamlets, Slaidburn

Highfield and Slaidburn Woodhouse. Each of these villages had its own
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area of common and further commons shared between a number of

townships. The commons were progressively enclosed in the later sixteenth

and early seventeenth centuries. The large common called Smalden was

enclosed by Grindleton township in 1587. The remaining commons were

allocated by decree of the duchy of Lancaster in 1619 and a great deal of

enclosure took place over the following 20 years. The court rolls always

distinguish between the open field and older enclosures around the villages

and the land enclosed in the 1580s and early 1620s. The latter was

described as the ‘new improvements ’ : it was poorer land and, as we shall

see, this was reflected in its price.

Exactly how much land was held in the manors is hard to establish with

absolute accuracy. The best estimates at the moment are about 2,400 acres

in about 1620 and 6,900 acres about 1660.) The former figure may be a

little too large due to an element of double counting in the database. The

area of commons enclosed in 1621 can be calculated at about 4,500 acres.

The court rolls exist in a continuous sequence from 1520 into the

twentieth century.* There are one or two problems with the record in the

first half of the seventeenth century (the ‘Great Restraint ’ of 1609–1618,

when the admittance of tenants was suspended, and a break in the holding

of courts in the worst years of the first civil war) but otherwise the record

appears to be complete. We are aware, though, of transactions which were

not enrolled in the court rolls. Our major problems with the data have

been with inconsistencies in the descriptions of property and some of the

conveyancing methods. Together, these have given us some major

headaches.

The methodology has been to enter all the transactions into a Ms

Access 2 database."! Each transaction was coded by type (18 different

types being recognized). It was not always possible to do this accurately

at the moment of entry: many conveyances are only comprehensible if the

nature of the right being conveyed is established by reference to previous

and future conveyances. Every participant in the land market was

assigned a unique numerical identifier. (In a manor with a limited number

of surnames, this too has frequently been problematic.) Each parcel of

land has also been given a unique identifier. This enables us to list out the

landholding history of a particular individual or tenement: it also allows

us to compile ‘ false ’, computer-generated, rentals by searching the

database for the identity of the tenant of each parcel at any given moment.

In our previous work on Earls Colne (Essex), the identification of parcels

was a simple matter. There there was no enclosure – of either open fields

of commons – to worry about: all parcels could be related to and

numbered from a detailed survey and map of 1598."" At Slaidburn we had

no such key source. Where in Earls Colne the descriptions of land
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F  1. Slaidburn: movements in the numbers of transactions (by decade), 1520–1779.

(Source: all data are drawn from those in Table 1; for definitions of categories, see the notes

to Table 1.)

remained fixed over long periods, in Slaidburn they changed between

successive entries in the court rolls. A tenement of 24 acres might be

named in one entry but not in the next : it might occasionally appear as a

tenement of 20 acres with a named four-acre close or disguised as part of

two tenements and 40 acres. Parts of it might flake off for periods as

leaseholds or mortgages. The assignment of numbers and so the

sequencing of the tenements has had to be done manually and is, at the

time of writing, still imperfect. Our use of the database throws up minor

inconsistencies in tenement histories which can often be quickly resolved

and the database improved. The level of inaccuracy in the aggregative

figures presented in Table 1 is now very much on the margins.

  

The computerization of 260 years of court rolls generated a total of

roughly 14,500 transactions. The 18 types of conveyance distinguished in

the court rolls can be viewed as four main categories of transactions: new

grants from the lord, familial transactions; extra-familial transactions,

and temporary assignments of land, leases and mortgages. Summary data

are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1.

New grants from the lord were normally grants of encroachments or

grants of parcels of commons. They were only made in significant

numbers in three decades : the 1550s, 1580s and 1620s."# Familial
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transactions are transactions within the family, extra-familial those

conveying land outside the family. It will be appreciated that an element

of judgement is required in assigning transactions between categories : as

the database is used, small numbers of extra-familial transactions are

discovered to be familial but through female lines, and recoding takes

place as appropriate. The figures in Table 1 will be subject to minor

adjustments in the future. The distinction between familial and extra-

familial transactions is not, as is often assumed, that the former are

unmonetarized and the latter monetarized. Conveyances internal to the

family often compel the inheriting son to pay sums of money to his

siblings."$ Leases are self-explanatory, but the number of leases in the

court rolls falls sharply after 1660, and it is quite clear that the few leases

enrolled in the eighteenth century are not representative of the leasehold

contracts which existed in the manor. The disappearance of the lease

reflects a change in conveyancing practice. Mortgages, on the other hand,

follow a rising curve and are considered in Part V, below.

Table 1 shows the quantity of land passing through the court rolls by

summary transaction type decade by decade. It should be remembered

that an individual parcel or holding could appear in the court rolls and so

be counted in this table several times in a single decade under different or

even the same heads: it could be mortgaged, then sold, leased by a new

owner and then entailed by him on his son. Some land will appear

frequently in this table, some land very infrequently. Figures are given for

the number of individual copyhold admittances (each of which could

contain several parcels), the total acreage conveyed and the mean acreage

per conveyance.

The number of transactions are graphed in Figure 1. The figures form

a curve rising in the sixteenth century and falling after 1660, with peaks

in the 1580s and again in 1610–1629. The busiest decade before 1620 was

1610–1619, but the number of transactions in 1620–1629 was 83 per cent

up on the previous decade and the volume of land conveyed was 315 per

cent increased. This was largely due to the rapid land market in newly

allocated parcels of common. Even at its least active, the acreage

transferred never subsequently falls below that of 1610–1619, although the

number of transactions in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

was broadly in line with those of the later sixteenth century. The mean

transaction size therefore increases from 1620 onwards, having fallen

sharply to its lowest point in the 1590s when the mean unit transferred was

only 5±5 acres. By the 1620s it was broadly three times this and from 1740

onwards four and five times larger. Ipso facto, this is evidence of

morcellization before 1620 and an increase in tenement size thereafter, but

such a conclusion needs to be handled with some caution. The enclosure
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T 1

Slaidburn, �olume of the land market by summary transaction type, 1520–1779a

Decade beginning: 1520 1530 1540 1550 1560 1570 1580 1590 1600 1610 1620 1630 1640

Total number of transactions

N 39 79 90 233 208 227 465 265 311 425 778 542 311

A 423±5 830±5 1,131±2 2,099±8 1,525±4 1,508±0 2,435±6 1,451±9 2,028±7 2.718±3 8,557±0 5,462±2 4,783±3
Mean 10±9 10±5 12±6 9±0 7±3 6±6 5±2 5±5 6±5 6±4 11±0 10±1 15±4

Total number of transactions less assignments of leases, escheats, leases, mortgages and new grants

N 38 73 83 139 139 129 197 154 172 252 449 359 225

A 413±5 773±5 941±4 1,352±3 1,169±5 1,076±9 1,373±6 975±3 1,307±8 2,038±0 4,064±8 3,978±5 3,541±0
Mean 10±9 10±6 11±3 9±7 8±4 8±3 7±0 6±3 7±6 8±1 9±1 11±1 15±7

Familial transactionsb

N 30 32 41 66 72 61 77 92 92 105 102 113 118

A 371±5 406±5 568±0 953±3 803±1 805±4 1,048±9 760±9 1,001±0 1,450±2 1,843±5 2,060±2 2,528±2
Mean 12±38 12±70 13±85 14±44 11±15 13±20 13±62 8±27 10±88 13±81 18±07 18±23 21±43

Extra-familial transactionsc

N 8 41 42 73 67 68 120 62 80 147 347 246 107

A 42±0 367±0 373±4 399±0 366±4 271±5 324±7 214±4 306±8 587±8 2,221±3 1,918±3 1,012±8
Mean 5±25 8±95 8±89 5±47 5±47 3±99 2±71 3±46 3±84 4±00 6±40 7±80 9±47

% familial transactions of total F and EF transactions

N 78±9 43±8 49±4 47±5 51±8 47±3 39±1 59±7 53±5 41±7 22±7 31±5 52±4
A 89±8 52±6 60±3 70±5 68±7 74±8 76±4 78±0 76±5 71±2 45±4 51±8 71±4

TURNOVERd

All transactions (%) 17 34 47 86 63 62 100 60 84 112 124 79 69

Familial transactions (%) 15 17 23 39 33 33 43 31 41 60 27 30 37

Extra-familial transactions

(%)

2 15 15 16 15 11 13 9 13 24 32 27 14
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T 1 (cont.)

Decade beginning: 1650 1660 1670 1680 1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770

Total number of transactions

N 431 377 451 313 313 234 271 260 220 243 262 228 204

A 6,078±8 4,538±3 6,492±4 4,886±9 4,987±4 3,576±4 4,296±9 4,978±4 4,026±6 3,793±5 6,032±6 4,066±7 5,409±7
Mean 14±1 12±0 14±4 15±6 15±9 15±3 15±9 19±1 18±3 15±6 23±0 17±8 26±5

Total number of transactions less assignments of leases, escheats, leases, mortgages and new grants

N 321 280 339 254 263 210 239 207 162 174 204 170 133

A 4,804±3 3,678±4 5,162±2 4,127±9 4,041±1 3,307±3 3,669±6 4,036±5 2,804±3 2,799±7 5,184±3 3,191±6 3,682±9
Mean 15±0 13±1 15±2 16±3 15±4 15±7 15±4 19±5 17±3 16±1 25±4 18±8 27±7

Familial transactionsb

N 163 148 137 113 121 84 117 86 72 67 91 77 60

A 3,072±4 2,761±2 2,976±8 2,383±6 2,886±4 2,117±8 2,583±9 2,633±8 1,398±5 2,233±0 4,255±9 2,380±3 2,445±3
Mean 18±85 18±66 21±73 21±09 23±85 25±21 22±08 30±63 19±42 33±33 46±77 30±91 40±76

Extra-familial transactionsc

N 158 132 202 141 142 126 122 121 90 107 113 93 73

A 1,731±9 917±2 2,185±4 1,744±3 1,154±7 1,189±5 1,085±7 1,402±7 1,405±8 566±7 928±4 811±3 1,237±6
Mean 10±96 6±95 10±82 12±37 8±13 9±44 8±90 11±59 15±62 5±30 8±22 8±72 16±95

% familial transactions of total F and EF transactions

N 50±8 52±9 40±4 44±5 46±0 40±0 49±0 41±5 44±4 38±5 44±6 45±3 45±1
A 64±0 75±1 57±7 57±7 71±4 64±0 70±4 65±2 49±9 79±8 82±1 74±6 66±4

TURNOVERd

All transactions (%) 88 66 94 71 72 52 62 72 58 55 87 59 78

Familial transactions (%) 45 40 43 35 42 31 37 38 20 32 62 34 35

Extra-familial transactions

(%)

25 13 31 25 17 17 16 20 20 8 13 12 18

a N¯number of individual copyhold transactions ; A¯ total acreage conveyed; mean¯mean acreage per conveyance.
b Familial transactions include the following transaction types: entails ; surrenders to husband of inheriting daughter, to inheriting child, to jointure,

to nearest next of kin, to children other than the heir, to use of will, to use of widow, to close kin.
c Extra-familial transactions include the following two transaction types: transfers inter-vivos, unredeemed mortgages.
d Turnover is defined as the percentage of the estimated area of land in observation passing through the court in a given decade.
Source: Slaidburn database version SLD6.mdb, via SLD2.XLS (master spreadsheet of volume).
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of the commons in 1621 gave individuals who had only small holdings of

land much larger holdings of waste. For instance, when Richard Core sold

his messuage and 3 acres 1 rood of land in 1625, he also the sold the 5 acres

3 roods of new improvement which he had been allocated by virtue of his

three-acre plot in 1621."% The enclosure therefore inflated all holding sizes ;

but the fall in the mean size of the units conveyed in the late sixteenth

century does seem to be genuine and, we may assume, a sign of distress,

whilst the increasing mean unit size in the seventeenth century reflects

consolidation.

The scale of the land market may more helpfully be viewed as the

proportion of the land in observation passing through the court in a

decade. (So, if the total acreage was 5,000 acres and 2,000 acres passed

through the court, the turnover would be 40 per cent.) Table 1 shows that

the land market, when viewed in this fashion, was at its busiest in the two

decades 1610–1619 (112 per cent) and 1620–1629 (124 per cent) : the

decade 1580–1589 follows in third place (100 per cent). Both the decades

1580–1589 and 1620–1629 are decades in which new land was added to the

land market by enclosure: if the calculation is made less new grants, then

1620–1629 is toppled from its prime position, which passes to 1610–1619.

The inclusion of new land clearly serves as a considerable stimulus to the

land market. This influx of extra transactions creates a background

‘noise ’ in the land market which in turn makes for difficulties when we try

and relate heightened levels of turnover to larger economic conditions. In

this respect the very high levels of turnover in 1650–1659 and 1750–1759

are more impressive, both being decades in which more than 75 per cent

of the estimated acreage of the copyhold in the manor passed through the

court. Other decades in which we might suspect economic problems –

1590–1599 (in which high levels of mortality can be demonstrated in

neighbouring parishes), 1600–1609 and 1740–1749 (where the Lister estate

at Gisburn shows very high levels of rent arrears) – do not produce

turnover rates greatly out of line with those of their neighbouring

decades."&

Turnover measures may also be seen in terms of the ratio of familial to

extra-familial transactions. The first guide to the relative importance of

the two categories is the number of transactions in each. Pre-1620 there

are four decades in which there are more familial transactions than extra-

familial and five with more extra-familial than familial : the tenth is really

a tie. After 1620, 13}16 decades have more extra-familial transactions

than familial. Table 1 shows that, with the exception of the early

seventeenth century, the turnover of land in the two categories tends to

run side by side with a general decline in volume from about 1680

onwards.
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In terms of turnover, the familial transactions tend to form 30–45 per

cent of the total land conveyed through the court per decade (19}26

decades), with some very low figures outside this range at the very

beginning of the table and very high figures in 1610–1619 and 1750–1759."'

The extra-familial turnover is much lower, never rising above 31 or 32 per

cent of total acreage (1620–1629, 1670–1679) and normally falling within

a band of 10–25 per cent of turnover (20}26 decades). Extra-familial

transactions are more numerous particularly after 1620, but the

implication of our findings is that they are, on average, smaller in size than

the familial transactions. The mean of 26 decadal means for familial

transactions is 20±6 acres, for 26 extra-familial transactions 8±1 acres.

Alternatively, working at the level of the individual transactions, the mean

size of 2,337 familial transactions is 20±8 acres, and of 3,028 extra-familial

transactions 8±2 acres. Individual sales of land were therefore only about

two-fifths of the size of descents of land. Seen in another way, the balance

in the numbers of familial and non-familial transactions is normally about

45:55, but the volume of land conveyed is about 65:35.

Nonetheless, it is the extra-familial transactions which determine the

overall shape of the land market but, we may argue, largely because of the

enormous surge of extra-familial transactions in the 1620s. A simple

correlation between the number of transactions in total and the number

of familial transactions gives a positive correlation of 0±644, but between

the number of transactions and the number of extra-familial transactions

a correlation of 0±93. If the acreages are compared, the correlations are

respectively 0±8147 (total transactions v. familial transactions) but 0±9096

(total transactions v. extra-familial transactions).

Some conclusions : the land market was most active in the third decade

of the seventeenth century because of the enclosure of new land which

produced an active market in selling and leasing newly allotted parcels.

But the market was unusually active in the previous decade and shows a

progressive rise over the sixteenth century. This rise is to be explained in

part by the increased number of leases made in the second half of the

sixteenth century. After 1660 the market slowly declined in size, in part

because of a fall in the number of leases recorded. The most spectacular

movements occur in the numbers of extra-familial transactions made and

these, to some extent, determine the shape of the overall market. Extra-

familial transactions were characteristically much smaller than familial

transactions, although in terms of the numbers (but not of volume) they

tended to run ahead of familial transactions throughout the period after

1660. The mean size of the property conveyed falls over the sixteenth

century but rises sharply over the eighteenth century.
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Two methods are available to allow us to observe the changing social

distribution of land within the manor. The first of these is conventional

and uses real data from the surviving rentals for Slaidburn and Newton

for a number of years between 1665 and 1780. (No similar rentals have

been discovered for West Bradford or Grindleton.) The second method is

innovative and employs the database to generate ‘ false rentals ’. This can

be done for any township or combination of townships for any date. We

will outline the results of the conventional rental analysis first.

(i) Changes in social distribution of land seen through rentals

Rentals survive for Slaidburn and Newton for 15 years between c.

1665 and 1780. Unfortunately they are less than evenly spread, surviving

for c. 1665, 1687, 1716, a further eight years before 1750, 1767, 1771

and 1780."( Seven rentals have been selected for analysis, taking the early

widely spaced rentals (about 1665, 1687, 1716), then as far as possible

rentals roughly every 13 or 14 years. The rentals are not directly

comparable over time. The earliest ones divide Slaidburn into four units :

Slaidburn, the hamlets of Slaidburn Woodhouse and Slaidburn Highfield,

and the new improvements. In Newton the rentals distinguish between

Newton and the new improvements. Free or quit rents (of lands which do

not feature in the database) form a distinct section. These distinctions

were clearly of progressively less significance in the eighteenth century

and, after 1730, Woodhouse and Highfield were combined under a single

heading in the rental. The new-improvements section of the Newton rental

disappears. The rentals for the mid-century period go one stage further

and merge the two townships into a single list. Fortunately the 1780 rental

distinguishes between the two townships anew. The later rentals also

incorporate the quit rents into the rental. Whilst the distinctions between

the geographical areas are useful, they should not be taken too seriously.

It would appear that the rentals only name an individual once and charge

all his land, wherever it lay within the township, under that single head.

The land itself is sometimes itemized. When the rentals for the townships

are merged into one, the land of an individual in the two townships is also

gathered together. Hence, for some years it is possible to give data at the

level of six units, in others for two units and in the mid-eighteenth century

for a single combined unit. To allow the maximum chronological spread,

the data in Table 2 is for one combined unit which is merely the

aggregation of the data from the subunits.

The rentals have two other features which are worth examination. They
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T 2

Slaidburn and Newton: analysis of the changing distribution of land from rentals, selected years, c. 1665–1780a

Customary rental

! 1s 1s–! 2s 2s–! 5s 5s–! 10s 10s–! £1 £1–! £2 £2–! £5 £5 TOTAL

c. 1665

N 47 17 37 40 38 18 8 0 205

Rent 22s 6d 24s 1d 124s 6d 303s 10d 523s 7d 472s 7d 466s 2d 1,937s 3d

1687

N 29 19 23 31 33 24 9 0 168

Rent 14s 9d 28s 2d 106s 2d 229s 2d 484s 0d 685s 8d 418s 9d 1,967s 3d

1716

N 27 11 16 14 19 18 11 2 118

Rent 12s 1d 16s 6d 63s 9d 105s 7d 277s 9d 497s 0d 711s 11d 252s 7d 1,937s 6d

1730

N 25 10 20 17 13 16 7 3 111

Rent 9s 6d 13s 11d 75s 7d 144s 1d 206s 5d 438s 6d 760s 1d 359s 8d 2,007s 9d

1744

N 22 8 9 17 14 10 9 5 94

Rent 8s 6d 9s 0d 34s 0d 126s 0d 200s 5d 297s 7d 601s 3d 792s 4d 2,069s 1d

1767

N 30 9 6 11 9 10 9 6 90

Rent 9s 6d 15s 0d 21s 2d 84s 11d 139s 10d 288s 10d 556s 3d 981s 5d 2,033s 11d

1780

N 19 5 7 10 6 14 16 4 81

Rent 8s 2d 5s 9d 24s 4d 68s 10d 92s 3d 322s 10d 955s 2d 552s 10d 2,030s 2d

a N¯number of tenants ; ‘Rent ’¯ total rent due.
Source: Computed from Lancashire Record Office, DDKW, box 111.
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are clearly based not only on the ownership of copyhold but also on who

was expected to pay the rent. This gives useful data on subtenancy and in

a few cases shows how units of possession were subdivided between

tenants. In other cases it shows how a man could be a subtenant to a

number of copyholders. As far as possible, this analysis employs units of

ownership to match the units of ownership generated by the database’s

false rentals.

The rentals are of fixed customary rents, which serve as a surrogate for

acreage. However, as two levels of rent applied in different parts of the

manor (depending on the moment at which land was enclosed), it is not

possible to relate the rent figures to acreages in any reliable fashion.") As

a rule of thumb, though, any rent under 1s is a house, or a cottage with

one or two acres ; under 10s is a small farm of up to 20–25 acres, and a

tenement of £1 in rent is a significant farm. Where rents of £5 are found,

we are talking not of single enterprises but of estates. The total rent

collected should be the same over all periods, but in fact shows marginal

fluctuations which, without a more detailed analysis than has been

possible so far, are impossible to explain. However, we would hold that

the variation in total rent is not so great as to invalidate the overall

conclusions or the pattern of change in the two townships which the data

describe.

The total number of people named in the ‘real ’ rentals undergoes an

extremely marked fall, from 205 to 81. This is a loss of about one tenant

a year on average over the period. However, the loss was not evenly paced.

Between 1665 and 1687, the rate of decline was roughly 1±7 tenants per

year and between 1687 and 1716, 1±4 tenants per year. Thereafter the rate

was lower – 1716–1730, 0±5 tenants per year ; 1744–1780, 0±4 tenants per

year – but in 1730–1744 the rate returned to 1±6 tenants per year. In a

rough and ready fashion, this illustrates the moments of economic stress

within the manor. The average unit of rent held per tenant in the 1660s

was 9±4s; by 1780 it was 25±8s.

In Table 2 the individual sums of rent are categorized by size into eight

ranges. It will be seen that six of the eight categories (to the left of £2)

finish the period with markedly fewer tenants than earlier. There are 197

tenants in this category in 1665 but 59 in 1780. Conversely there are 8

tenants with & £2 in c. 1665 but 20 such tenants in 1780. Tenants with

more than £5 to pay in rent appear only in the second quarter of the

eighteenth century. Whilst the number of tenants owing more than £2 in

rent is never very large, it must be remembered that a single tenant with

£5 in rent is the equivalent of 10 tenants with 10s each in rent. The number

of really large tenants cannot, by definition, ever be very large, but the

existence of these people is indicative of a major concentration of land in
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T 3

Slaidburn and Newton: percentages of land held in units of ! £2 and

units of & £2 customary rent

Slaidburn Newton Both townships

Year ! £2 & £2 ! £2 & £2 ! £2 & £2

c. 1665 66±1 33±9 93±9 6±1 75±9 24±1
1687 74±7 25±3 86±0 14±0 78±7 21±3
1716 54±2 45±8 44±5 55±5 50±2 49±8
1730 47±2 52±8 40±4 59±6 44±2 55±8
1744 NIa NI 32±6 67±3
1767 NI NI 27±5 72±5
1780 30±8 69±2 19±1 80±9 25±7 74±3

a N¯no information.
Source: Computed from Lancashire Record Office, DDKW, box 111.

the hands of a very few. At the same time, the most obviously impressive

movements which take place are in the declining numbers of tenants

holding small or medium-sized farms of, say, 5s to £1 in rent. In c. 1665

there were 78 such persons but by 1716 there were only 33 and in 1780

only 16. The number of small tenants halved between 1687 and 1716 and

halved again between 1716 and 1780. The number of tenants in the range

£1 to £2 shows an overall fall but some variability : these people were

clearly more resilient than their smaller brethren.

What is unquestionably impressive is the shift in rent from the left-hand

side to the right-hand side of the table. The balance of rent between

holdings of less than £2 and those of £2 and greater is shown in Table 3.

The ratio between the two changes completely between c. 1665 and 1780.

In the mid-1660s three-quarters of the total rent was paid by people

holding units rented at less than £2. In 1780 three-quarters of the rent is

paid by people holding units of £2 or more. The trend is not absolutely

one-directional. Between 1665 and 1687 the direction of the flow fails

slightly, but in 1687–1716 the rent held by tenants with £2 or more than

doubles. The possession of land seen through rent was fairly evenly

distributed at the beginning of the period of observation with about 95 per

cent of tenants paying 75 per cent of rent. By 1780 a quarter of a much-

diminished number of tenants paid three-quarters of the rent. The 120

years therefore saw a very marked concentration of rent, and so of land,

in the hands of a very small number of individuals, in which the period

from 1687–1716 comes out as one of particular significance in this process

of concentration of ownership.
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(ii) Changes in social distribution of land seen through ‘ false ’ rentals

‘False ’ rentals do not measure the same units as a documentary (‘real ’)

rental prepared as a guide to those responsible for the collection of the

lord’s rent. Instead, false rentals measure the distribution of land

according to the legal owner of the land, as seen in the court rolls. This

introduces a number of problems. If a copyholder decided to transfer part

of his holding to his son, or if he bought a second holding in the name of

his son, then the false rental will record holdings in the name of both

father and son of, say 15 acres each, where the actual unit of possession

might be 30 acres. Likewise if a tenant settled half of his holding on

feoffees for the use of his wife whilst retaining the remainder in his hands,

the false rental will again indicate two holdings and not one. As an

extreme example, the rentals reveal only one holding of 200 acres in

Slaidburn in 1775, but in fact the Wigglesworth estate was, at that time,

divided between settled lands calculated at 209 acres and lands in

possession of 168 acres. An additional problem is that the rentals are

calculated township by township so they may show two smaller holdings

in two townships rather than one large holding. Again, to offer an

example, in 1775 the entailed holdings of Edward Salisbury (d. 1762) are

shown as divided between 98±3 acres in Newton and 160 acres in

Slaidburn. The false rentals will therefore tend to understate the

concentration of land.

There are also problems arising from the character and quality of the

data, notably our inability to track some tenements in a satisfactory

fashion. This introduces an element of duplication into the false rentals.

This and other problems which arise out of sloppy conveyancing practices

introduce an element of ‘noise ’ into the data."* The present figures are

provisional and will be refined over time.

Given the problems which we have had with the false rentals, it is

encouraging that the results are plausible. Table 4 presents summary data

for the four townships at 25-year intervals. It will be noticed that the total

land in observation moves with some strange and, as yet, inexplicable

movements which appear to be the result of the data problems described

earlier. Yet the figures for Newton and Slaidburn do mirror those

obtained from the manuscript rentals and it is perhaps right to have some

confidence in the broad shape of the trends the materials describe.

In both Slaidburn and Newton the number of tenants discovered halves

between 1650 and 1775. In Newton the number of tenants with 1–! 50

acres declines from 62 in both 1650 and 1675 to only 42 in 1725, 33 in

1750 and 22 in 1775. The number of tenants with ! 1 acre remains static

(perhaps through data problems). The number of tenants with 50 acres
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T 4

The distribution of land in the manor of Slaidburn, 1650–1775, based on

false rentalsa

West Bradford

Year ! 1 1–! 5 5–! 10 10–! 20 20–! 50 50–! 99 100 TOTAL

1650

N 12 16 7 8 10 3 2 58

A 1±4 33±8 46±6 120±7 332±1 219±7 343±0 1,097±3
% 0±1 3±1 4±2 11±0 30±3 20±0 31±3 100±0

1675

N 8 14 5 5 8 4 3 47

A 1±0 31±4 35±4 69±0 226±1 249±2 429±6 1,041±7
% 0±1 3±0 3±4 6±6 21±7 23±9 41±2 100±0

1700

N 11 13 4 9 9 1 3 50

A 2±8 29±4 29 128±5 249±1 94±2 353±6 886±6
% 0±3 3±3 3±3 14±5 28±1 10±6 39±9 100±0

1725

N 9 12 5 7 6 4 1 44

A 2±1 30±8 34±0 105±6 169±0 283±2 113±8 738±5
% 0±3 4±2 4±6 14±3 22±9 38±3 15±4 100±0

1750

N 15 11 3 7 7 3 1 47

A 3±2 25±2 26±3 95±2 253±8 235±9 110±3 749±9
% 0±4 3±4 3±5 12±7 33±8 31±5 14±7 100±0

1775

N 16 7 5 4 6 2 3 43

A 4±0 19±5 35±5 54±0 225±3 159±0 387±0 884±3
% 0±5 2±2 4±0 6±1 25±5 18±0 43±8 100±0

Grindleton

Year ! 1 1–! 5 5–! 10 10–! 20 20–! 50 50–! 99 100 TOTAL

1650

N 32 69 44 29 22 7 0 203

A 8±5 179±2 320±9 403±1 668±7 449±0 2,029±4
% 0±4 8±8 15±8 19±9 33±0 22±1 0±0 100±0

1675

N 30 67 43 20 25 8 2 195

A 9±1 161±9 307±4 273±8 794±8 558±2 209±0 2,314±2
% 0±4 7±0 13±3 11±8 34±3 24±1 9±0 100±0

1700

N 24 49 27 25 27 6 1 159

A 7±2 138±3 200±9 351±3 737±0 408±5 122±8 1,966

% 0±4 7±0 10±2 17±9 37±5 20±8 6±2 100±0
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T 4 (cont.)

Grindleton

Year ! 1 1–! 5 5–! 10 10–! 20 20–! 50 50–! 99 100 TOTAL

1725

N 20 46 24 17 23 24 3 157

A 4±6 123±7 163±1 237±3 633±5 276±3 351±5 1,790±0
% 0±3 6±9 9±1 13±3 35±4 15±4 19±6 100±0

1750 ±0
N 25 38 13 21 21 5 3 126

A 8±7 84±3 82±5 308±3 609±9 316±3 347±0 1,757±0
% 0±5 4±8 4±7 17±5 34±7 18±0 19±7 100±0

1775

N 25 32 14 18 22 5 3 119

A 7±7 69±3 99±9 249±3 675±4 313±9 354±8 1,770±3
% 0±4 3±9 5±6 14±1 38±2 17±7 20±0 100±0

Newton

Year ! 1 1–! 5 5–! 10 10–! 20 20–! 50 50–! 99 100 TOTAL

1650

N 11 22 12 13 15 7 0 80

A 1±7 63±2 99±7 172±4 486±7 495±5 0 1,319±2
% 0±1 4±8 7±6 13±1 36±9 37±6 0±0 100±0

1675

N 5 15 14 15 18 3 2 72

A 7±0 38±3 107±0 215±4 561±5 187±7 277±7 1,394±6
% 0±5 2±7 7±7 15±4 40±3 13±5 19±9 100±0

1700

N 9 12 10 15 12 3 3 64

A 1±8 35±5 75±7 220±1 381±0 203±2 390±9 1,308±2
% 0±1 2±7 5±8 16±8 29±1 15±5 29±9 100±0

1725

N 11 11 5 7 19 5 2 60

A 0±9 30±0 33±2 102±7 609±2 356±0 328±5 1,460±5
% 0±1 2±1 2±3 7±0 41±7 24±4 22±5 100±0

1750

N 12 8 4 7 14 7 1 53

A 1±6 22±2 26±1 103±3 458±2 440±2 230±6 1,282±2
% 0±1 1±7 2±0 8±1 35±7 34±3 18±0 100±0

1775

N 10 6 3 6 7 4 3 39

A 3±6 12±5 17±0 71±3 199±0 330±4 606±0 1,239±8
% 0±3 1±0 1±4 5±8 16±1 26±6 48±9 100±0
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T 4 (cont.)

Slaidburn

Year ! 1 1–! 5 5–! 10 10–! 20 20–! 50 50–! 99 100 TOTAL

1650

N 37 59 21 25 34 9 0 185

A 6±6 138±4 145±7 323±8 1,072±1 577±4 0 2,264±0
% 0±3 6±1 6±4 14±3 47±4 25±5 0±0 100±0

1675

N 28 46 23 31 26 12 2 168

A 6±1 113±7 160±7 419±1 773±7 817±8 219±9 2,511±0
% 0±2 4±5 6±4 16±7 30±8 32±6 8±8 100±0

1700

N 22 37 20 32 27 12 1 151

A 6±3 84±7 129±4 426±5 744±8 809±9 152±1 2,353±7
% 0±3 3±6 5±5 18±1 31±6 34±4 6±5 100±0

1725

N 20 31 16 26 18 11 2 124

A 6±1 72±2 115±1 368±9 597±0 746±8 344±6 2,250±7
% 0±3 3±2 5±1 16±4 26±5 33±2 15±3 100±0

1750

N 20 32 16 15 18 7 3 111

A 4±4 79±9 106±5 208±2 635±6 540±8 687±4 2,262±8
% 0±2 3±5 4±7 9±2 28±1 23±9 30±4 100±0

1775

N 20 18 13 4 8 9 6 78

A 4±6 45±6 90±6 55±2 270±1 699±3 900±7 2,066±1
% 0±2 2±2 4±4 2±7 13±1 33±8 43±6 100±0

a N¯number of holdings ; A¯ acreage held by holdings ; % percentage held by units
of that size.

Source: Slaidburn database SLD5.mdb, employing 75-year rule (see note 19). (This
removes a tenement from consideration 75 years after its last appearance in the database.)

and more varies between 5 and 8, but by 1775 three larger copyholders

have come to hold half the copyhold acreage of the township.

The figures for Slaidburn show that the trends derived from the false

rentals again move in the same direction as the real rental analysis. All the

categories of landholding between 1 and 50 acres diminish in numbers of

copyholders and the area they control. The area held by copyholders with

50 acres and more rises from 25±5 per cent of the whole in 1650 to 77±4 per

cent by 1775. The disappearance of copyholders with 10–50 acres in

1750–1775 is particularly marked.
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Turning now to the townships without real rental materials, we find

different patterns. Grindleton reflects some of the pattern established for

Newton and Slaidburn: tenant numbers fall sharply, especially in the final

quarter of the seventeenth century. There is a tendency for land to become

more concentrated in holdings of 50 acres and more, but this is far from

complete in 1775 and shows little change after 1725. Over the whole

period the number of tenements of 1–5 acres halves, the number of 5–10

acres decreases by two-thirds, but those of 10–20 acres diminish by a

rough third. Holdings of 20–50 acres roughly hold their own over the

whole period where in Slaidburn, at an extreme, they are reduced to a

quarter of their opening number. Grindleton does not show the same

concentration of property seen in Slaidburn and Newton: it appears to

have maintained a large number of small copyhold farms throughout.

West Bradford shows an interesting variant pattern. Here we see the

gradual attenuation and disappearance of the middling copyholders, but

on a less marked scale than in any of the other townships. Total tenant

numbers fell from 58 to 43, a fall far short of that reported previously.

What is perhaps surprising here is that in 1650 there was already a

relatively high concentration of land in the hands of 100-acre and more

copyholders, so that 51±3 per cent of all land was already in the possession

of five holders of units of more than 50 acres plus. The situations in 1750

or 1775 were not greatly different. The numbers of tenants with less than

50 acres fall sharply before 1700, but then remain fairly constant to the

end of the period. They do not diminish to anything like the degree found

in Slaidburn.

Whilst we would not encourage the reader to place too much weight on

the detail of these results, we would suggest that the false rentals as

presently compiled reveal significant trends. Most significantly they do not

reveal the same trends: the high level of developing property concentration

found in Slaidburn and Newton is evidently not typical of the manor as

a whole. The timing of the concentration is clearly different. In West

Bradford it had progressed a long way by 1650 (in fact by 1600), whilst at

Grindleton the distribution of copyhold remained much more open in

1780 than it did elsewhere. And this in turn means that the experience of

the copyholder was rather different in each place.



The figures for turnover offered earlier leave little doubt that there was an

active land market in the manor although the familial transfer of land was

also perfectly normal. The evidence of the ‘real ’ and ‘false ’ rentals shows

that the 13 decades after 1650 saw a considerable reduction in the number
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of smaller tenements and an active process of consolidation. If we recall

our earlier finding that the properties ‘sold’ were on average two-fifths of

the size of those ‘ inherited’, we may deduce that the land market was the

means by which consolidation was effected.

Here it is appropriate to turn to another dimension of the land market

which the court rolls document in unusual detail. Mortgaging appears in

the court roll record in virtually all decades except for some in the early

sixteenth century.#! The general trend throughout the whole period

1520–1780 is for a steady and inexorable rise in the numbers of acres

mortgaged and a slower, but consistent, rise in the sums raised on

mortgage. Summary figures for 1650–1779 are provided in Table 5, which

is arranged by old and new lands in West Bradford and Grindleton, and

Slaidburn and Newton. Two immediate observations can be made about

these figures. First, there is a marked tendency in West Bradford and

Grindleton for the average value of principal secured per acre to be much

more for the old enclosed lands than for the new improvements. As we

shall see, there is a similar disparity between the sale price per acre of old

and new land and this reflects an assessment of the lands’ relative

productivity. Second, the figures for the value of land mortgaged per acre

show a high degree of variability between decades, probably because the

sums secured on mortgage reflect an assessment of the needs of the

mortgagor rather than the maximum mortgage which could be secured on

the land.

By the 1650s mortgages were a familiar part of the transactions passing

through the court rolls, with 20 mortgages in the decade 1610–1619, 35 in

the 1620s, 24 in the 1630s and 16 in the 1640s. In terms of the quantity of

land mortgaged, the 1620s marked a first peak, the 1650s a second. Before

1650 the value per acre of the old land mortgaged was less than £5 in

Slaidburn and Newton and £6 in Grindleton and Bradford. In the half

century after 1670 the decadal means all fall between £6 and £9 in

Slaidburn and Newton and £7 and £10 in Bradford and Grindleton, with

the small amounts of new improvements being mortgaged generally

raising an average of well under £5 per acre (although slightly more in the

case of the Ribble Valley manors).

The half century after 1730s has to be characterized very differently

from what passed before. Before 1730, old land was never valued at more

than £10 per acre and new land at £8. Similarly, although 582 acres had

been mortgaged in the 1690s, this figure was way in excess of any other

decade before 1730. After 1730 there were substantial increases in the total

principal raised, in the principal per acre and in the number of acres

mortgaged. It would appear that the mortgage market had entered a new

phase, that mortgages could now be made to yield unprecedented
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T 5

Mortgaging acti�ity in copyhold land in the manor of Slaidburn, 1650–1779a

Decade

beginning: 1650 1660 1670 1680 1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770

W. Bradford & Grindleton (old)

N 12 7 15 1 11 0 0 6 20 18 11 12 9

Acres 58±75 63±25 121±0 26±5 242±1 218±25 563±25 339±75 110±5 249±25 91±25

Mean 4±9 9±0 8±1 26±5 22±0 36±4 28±2 18±9 10±0 20±8 10±1
£}a 9±9 8±7 6±7 8±7 9±4 8±5 13±2 10±5 11±7 14±7 19±9

W. Bradford & Grindleton (new)b

N 7 5 5 2 3 1 8 9 8 8 7 8 15

Acres 79±75 20±25 150±3 52±35 76±0 37±75 280±0 197±5 233±5 237±75 292±0 189±25 565±0
Mean 11±4 4±1 30±1 26±1 25±3 37±8 35±0 21±9 29±2 29±7 41±7 23±7 37±7
£}a 2±7 5±7 6±4 5±9 4±7 3±8 2±7 3±8 5±4 5±6 7±5 13±0 10±9

Newton & Slaidburn (old)

N 6 9 10 1 7 4 3 7 9 3 5 3 3

Acres 52±5 44±0 71±5 2±5 92±5 31±0 87±5 77±0 121±5 58±5 42±0 34±0 144±0
Mean 8±8 4±9 7±2 2±5 13±2 7±8 29±2 11±0 13±5 19±5 8±4 11±3 48±0
£}a 6±2 8±0 3±9 6±4 8±1 8±9 6±4 3±9 6±0 2±4 18±2 20±8 10±0
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T 5 (cont.)

Decade

beginning: 1650 1660 1670 1680 1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770

Newton & Slaidburn (new)b

N 3 2 6 4 4 6 4 5 1 3 4 3 15

Acres 63±5 61±0 79±5 92±5 171±5 80±5 101±0 170±25 2±5 78±0 75±75 8±5 414±0
Mean 21±2 30±5 13±3 23±1 42±9 13±4 25±3 34±1 2±5 26±0 18±9 2±8 27±6
£}a 1±4 2±1 5±2 3±0 3±2 4±2 2±2 6±2 9±7 15±7 13±8 20±0 18±9

Whole manor

N 28 23 36 8 25 11 15 27 38 32 27 26 42

Acres 254±5 188±5 422±3 173±75 582±1 149±25 468±5 663±0 920±75 714±0 520±25 481±0 1,214±25

Mean 9±1 8±2 11±7 21±7 23±3 13±6 31±2 24±6 24±2 22±3 19±3 18±5 28±9
Principal 1,051±7 885±6 1,494±0 590±74 2,546±5 485±75 1,381±5 2,309±7 6,075±9 4,138±5 3,855±25 5,205±7 12,298±8
£}a 4±1 4±7 3±5 3±4 4±4 3±3 3±0 3±5 6±3 5±8 7±4 10±8 10±1

a N¯number of mortgages ; A¯ acreage mortgaged; Mean¯mean area mortgaged; £}a¯mean principal lent per acre.
b ‘New’ indicates land enclosed in 1621 and afterwards.
Source: Slaidburn database.
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amounts and that larger proportions of the copyhold area were now

mortgaged.

The 1730s were privotal and set records in all three categories. Much of

this increase was due to the mortgaging activity of Anthony Thornber in

West Bradford and Grindleton. Thornber was spectacularly audacious.

He farmed approximately 86 acres in West Bradford. In 1730 he bought

what must have been the largest single holding to have come up for sale

in his village in his lifetime, an estate of 76 acres of old enclosure and 110

acres of new improvements on Bradford moor owned by the declining

Catholic Anderton family of Lostock. Thornber bought this property

(and unspecified amounts of freehold) at a reasonably low price of £1,700

or about £10 per acre at a time when old land in Bradford and Grindleton

was selling at £21±7 per acre. However, he had to mortgage everything he

owned to pay for this and in the following years also mortgaged all his

new possessions. By 1735 he was in debt to the extent of £2,720 and finally,

in 1742, sold out to a consortium of Halifax ‘gentlemen’ for £4,180. It is

doubtful whether he did more than clear his debts on this sale and he

disappeared from the manor, leaving his son only a cottage and half acre

in West Bradford.#"

Whilst the 1730s saw a peak in acres mortgaged and amount raised –

not exceeded until the 1770s – the gearing of mortgages continued to rise.

In the 1690s the average principal raised per acre on all types of copyhold

land was £4±4; in the 1750s £7±4 and in the 1760s £11±6. By the 1770s old

land in Bradford and Grindleton and new improved land in Slaidburn and

Newton was being made to raise £20}acre. This great leap in the amounts

it was possible to raise on the security of land mirror increases in the

capital value of land. It also reflects the increased availability of capital,

and this in turn arose from changes in the character of the capital market.

In the period up to the 1730s, those offering mortgage capital were

essentially local. In only three decades (1640–1649, 1680–1689 and

1690–1699) was more than 40 per cent of the capital lent as principal

supplied by men resident outside the manor. Normally, more than half of

the money provided in any decade came from within the manor. This may

have been somewhat eroded in the last two decades of the century, but in

the first two decades of the eighteenth century almost no money was lent

by outsiders. Henry, William and Thomas Wigglesworth of Townhead in

Slaidburn all acted as the major suppliers of mortgage capital in the first

four decades of the new century. From 1720 onwards, the proportion of

lenders from outside the manor never fell below 50 per cent (although it

never quite exceeded the figure set in the decade 1680–1689). In the 1730s

the figure was 62 per cent, driven up (like so many of the other figures for

that decade) by the mortgage activities of Anthony Thornber. His main
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source of credit was the Whalley family of Blackburn, they and William

Walbank of Blackburn Esq. contributing between them £2,330, or more

than a third of the sum lent on mortgage in that decade.

The widening of the mortgage market may reflect an increased tendency

for the owners of copyhold land to live outside the manor. In the 1760s

mortgages were raised from lenders in Baslow and Youlgrave (Derby-

shire), South Kelsey (Lincolnshire) and East Retford (Nottinghamshire),

all of whom were lending on the lands that were formerly Thornber’s,

which were now held by non-residents. Some long-distance borrowing

reflects connections made closer to home. In the 1740s the trustees of the

estate of Oughted Hodgkinson borrowed money from Nicholas

Fazakerley of Lincoln’s Inn (but who was of the Preston family and MP

for the borough) ; an Inner Temple lawyer who lent in the 1750s was one

of the Whalley family of Blackburn and the John Bowcock of East

Smithfield who lent £1,000 to a Slaidburn copyholder in the 1770s may

well have been one of the Slaidburn family of that name. We also see an

increased reliance on mortgage capital drawn from commerce. By the

1770s men resident in manufacturing centres such as Manchester or the

smaller Lancashire town of Kirkham were providing mortgates. There

were five mortgages from inhabitants of Clitheroe and one from Preston.

These figures imply the beginnings of urban manufacturing investment in

land and also an increase in ‘genteel ’ lending to provide unearned income.

The appearance of long-distance mortgaging, though, may also suggest

that where mortgage capital had been fairly hard to find in a

predominantly local market, and when a shortage of lenders forced down

the proportion of the capital value which might be lent, after the mid-

eighteenth century there was an increased supply of capital looking to be

lent, and the pressure on borrowers to be modest in their demands was

relieved. In turn this may reflect a lack of discrimination on the part of the

lenders about the character of the assets offered as security.

Yet, whilst the court rolls tell us a great deal about who contracted

mortgages and about the scale of mortgaging, they offer little direct

comment on the motivation of people entering the mortgage market as

borrowers. Is the need to mortgage indicative of rural distress? Or is

mortgaging evidence of a desire to make one’s land work harder, to

generate a fund of liquid capital which could be invested in stock or which

could be used to meet short-term calls for cash, to meet, say, legacies

charged on the tenement?

Achieving an understanding of mortgagees’ motivations is complicated

by our discovery that mortgages were not all the same. A mortgage could

be used to derive a regular annuity for the mortgagee, in which case the

possibility of capital growth was sacrificed to the need to secure an income
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from the investment. Alternatively, the mortgagee might never require

any interest to be paid, but merely allow it to accumulate until the moment

that a new mortgage was made, when the accumulated interest would be

added to the original principal. It is not clear that in either case the

mortgagee would put the mortgagor under any pressure to repay the

mortgage. The mortgage could, potentially, last for decades, albeit with

occasional rescheduling of the debt.

This may explain why sale did not inevitably follow mortgaging. The

court rolls generally offer no evidence as to when mortgages were paid off;

they do, however, tell us whether a mortgage was ended by remortgaging

or by sale. A few individuals repeatedly remortgaged some or all of their

lands, for example James Hey whose first mortgages were in 1732 but who

only sold his lands in the 1760s after four or more remortgages. By taking

the simple test of seeing whether the next transaction of a copyhold

following a mortgage was a sale, we find that only a third of mortgages

were followed by sales. Forty-two per cent of mortgages contracted in

1710–1719 ended in sales and 41 per cent of those in 1730–1739; but these

are very much maximum figures. Whilst this test is far from exact (it does

not, of course, include instances where mortgaged land was inherited by

an heir who sold to clear the mortgage, nor does it include land mortgaged

before 1780 but sold after the end of this survey), it does suggest that

mortgaging was not the start of some slippery slope leading inevitably to

sale. Whatever their motivation for mortgaging, a majority of mortgagors

were able to retrieve the situation and satisfy their mortgagee.

There is some compelling evidence which may suggest that mortgaging

could indicate distress. The first observation to be made is that mean

mortgage size was broadly similar to the mean size of non-familial

transactions in the late seventeenth century but rather larger in the

eighteenth-century (see Table 6). The mean mortgage in 9 out of 13

decades was between 40 and 65 per cent of the size of the mean familial

transaction. Mortgages were generally made – on average, which may

conceal a great deal – of smaller properties. In three decades, 1690–1699,

1710–1719 and 1730–1739, the mean size of property being mortgaged

was significantly larger than the corresponding mean familial transaction.

In all three, the mean size of the premises being mortgaged is significantly

above trend: in absolute terms these means are the largest recorded. In the

1690s the mean acreage mortgaged was nearly treble the average for the

previous 40 years and double the mean for the previous decade. (The

figures for the 1730s need to be treated with caution, though, due to

Thornber’s mortgaging activity ; see above.)

The 1690s in particular is a decade in which we would assume difficulties

in the rural economy. However, all three decades coincide with the periods
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T 6

Mortgaging acti�ity in copyhold land in the manor of Slaidburn, 1650–1779

Decade beginning: 1650 1660 1670 1680 1690 1700 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770

Mean mortgage (acres) 8±8 7±4 11±0 13±4 25±1 10±7 24±3 19±4 24±3 17±2 14±5 15±1 21±8
Mean familial transaction

(acres)

18±85 18±66 21±73 21±09 23±85 25±21 22±08 30±63 19±42 33±33 46±77 30±91 40±76

Mean mortgage as % of

MFT

46±7 39±5 50±4 63±5 105±2 42±4 110±0 63±2 125±0 51±7 30±9 48±9 53±5

Mean extra-familial

transaction (acres)

11±0 6±9 10±8 12±4 8±1 9±4 8±9 11±6 15±6 5±3 8±2 8±7 17±0

Mean mortgage as % of

MFT

80±4 106±1 101±2 108±2 308±5 113±1 273±0 167±0 155±5 325±3 176±0 173±4 128±7

Source: Slaidburn database.

3
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T 7

Value per acre for sales of copyhold land in the manor of Slaidburn by

acreage size, 1710–1780

Acres : 0±1–0±49 0±5–0±99 1±0–4±9 5±0–9±99 10–19±9 20–39±9 40

W. Bradford & Grindleton (old)

Na 19 12 13 14 12 7 11

£}a 65±9 46±9 47±6 20±4 20±1 13±9 13±5
W. Bradford & Grindleton (new)b

N 8 19 40 18 20 9 11

£}a 55±2 44±4 14±9 11±0 10±1 9±4 7±3
Newton & Slaidburn (old)

N 19 12 34 12 13 7 2

£}a 58±5 37±1 26±4 25±9 18±9 13±1 4±5
Newton & Slaidburn (new)b

N 3 17 51 23 33 18 17

£}a 34±3 26±7 16±0 8±6 8±7 8±3 6±6

Whole manor

N 49 60 138 67 78 41 41

£}a 59±3 38±4 37±3 23±9 10±1 6±6 6±3

a N¯number of sales.
b ‘New’ indicates land enclosed in 1621 and afterwards.
Source: Slaidburn database.

identified earlier in which small tenants were particularly prone to

disappear. These figures identify three decades in which tenants, holding

tenements larger than those usually mortgaged, were forced into

mortgaging.

 

The court rolls can also be made to yield useful data on the price of land

in the eighteenth century. From about 1710 the sale price is recorded in

about 90 per cent of transfers inter-vivos. The first discovery, which

underlies the subsequent analysis, is that there is a marked tendency for

larger holdings to be cheaper in terms of pounds per acre than smaller

tenements (see Table 7). The second, which is anticipated by the figures

presented in Table 5 for mortgages, is that different parts of the manor

have quite different valuations placed on their land (see Table 8).##

Table 7 divides the land of the manor between the old and new lands

for the two pairs of townships. The highest values per acre were for

houseplots, gardens and crofts in West Bradford and Grindleton, followed
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T 8

Sale prices of land in the manor of Slaidburn, 1710–1779a

Decade beginning: 1710 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770

W. Bradford & Grindleton (old)

N 8 16 19 20 18 12 11

Acres 67±5 264±5 364±5 379±4 159±5 285±5 228±3
£}a 21±7 27±9 24±4 26±7 27±7 28±4 25±0

W. Bradford & Grindleton (new)b

N 12 19 13 15 18 18 12

Acres 90±8 297±8 119±4 253±8 213±0 295±0 265±5
£}a 4±7 7±7 9±5 9±7 8±9 15±3 13±7

Newton & Slaidburn (old)

N 22 20 4 9 17 10 4

Acres 190±1 90±0 14±5 87±0 67±0 79±0 95±5
£}a 13±5 20±8 21±1 20±4 26±5 27±0 20±1

Newton & Slaidburn (new)b

N 21 31 26 29 27 11 13

Acres 231±0 305±0 555±8 459±3 350±3 99±9 531±4
£}a 7±1 8±9 11±2 13±9 12±6 7±5 15±1

Whole manor

N 63 86 62 73 80 51 40

Acres 579±4 957±3 1,054±2 1,178±5 789±8 759±4 1,120±6
£}a 10±5 14±9 15±7 17±6 15±8 20±4 17±2

a N¯number of sales ; ‘Acres ’¯ total acreage sold.
b ‘New’ indicates land enclosed in 1621 and afterwards. See note 24.
Source: Slaidburn database.

by similar housing property in Newton and Slaidburn. Of course, the

value of this land turned not so much on its quality as the buildings

erected upon it. The very high per acre values do not indicate that housing

was expensive (houses generally cost between £10 and £20), but the high

values for small tenements do suggest that domestic properties with small

parcels attached were disproportionately expensive. There is a clear break

between tenements of less than 5 acres in West Bradford and Grindleton

(with a sale price of more than £45}acre) and 5–19±9-acre tenements (£20

per acre). There is a similar break in the price gradient for new lands in

West Bradford and Grindleton, but less so for Newton and Slaidburn.

Larger units of 20–39±9 acres drew prices of about £13–14 per acre in old

land and £8–9 in the new land: the prices of larger holdings appear to be

lower but too few examples are available for the discussion to be entirely

conclusive. We therefore have the perverse situation where it was

proportionately cheaper to buy a lot of land than a little and this in turn

may be a reflection of the demand for holdings of varying sizes.
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Table 8 shows the wide disparities in land values within the manor. This

table is unavoidably based on a succession of seven decadal averages : the

trend in land values is therefore truncated at both ends and is further

confused by what appears to be a falling back in value in the final decade

of the study. The most valuable land was consistently old land in West

Bradford and Grindleton, but the tendency is not only for the value of

land to rise over time, but to converge on the West Bradford and

Grindleton standard. In the case of West Bradford and Grindleton, the

increase in value of old land between 1710–1719 and 1760–1769 is in the

region of 31 per cent, in old land in Slaidburn and Newton, a doubling,

but new land in West Bradford and Grindleton tripled in value. New land

in Newton and Slaidburn doubled in value if 1710–1719 is compared with

1770–1779 (the figure for 1760–1769 lies out of trend). A general measure

of the value of land in the manor suggests nearly a doubling to 1760–1769

and a falling back in value in the 1770s.#$

How should these figures be interpreted? Table 7 suggests that one

consideration which underpins them is the size of the tenements being

sold: whilst houseplots are excluded from Table 8 since they skew all

valuations, the large numbers of smaller and so more highly valued

holdings in West Bradford and Grindleton necessarily increase the overall

value of land in those townships.#% That said, the sale price per acre of old

land throughout the manor in the 1750s and 1760s was broadly similar at

£26–£28 per acre. This suggests that demand for land was forcing up its

price in Slaidburn and Newton; it also suggests that land in West

Bradford and Grindleton had reached a ceiling which it could not pass

through. Likewise, the mean sale price of new land in the 1770s is broadly

similar in the two pairs of townships at £13±7 and £15±1, but the great

increase in sale price in new land in West Bradford and Grindleton

suggests not so much that it was undervalued at the beginning of the

eighteenth century as that demand was probably leading to it being

overpriced by the 1760s. The falling back in sale prices in the 1770s

perhaps indicates an overheated market which was undergoing a degree of

correction. The hypothesis being advanced is that the value of land was

being driven up by demand, by money seeking an investment. The

alternative, that an increasing sale price reflects gains in farm income or

the level of rent is, for the moment, unverifiable but unlikely. The

implication is, then, that the rate of return on investment in land probably

fell over the eighteenth century.

It may now be useful to compare the principal raised per acre on

mortgage with the sale price of land. (It must be remembered that the

same land is not in view.) There is an important distinction to be made.

Vendors of land were obviously concerned to maximize their income from
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sales. Mortgagors could borrow any sum they wished up to the capital

value of their land according to need. They were not compelled to borrow

any fixed proportion of the value of the assets mortgaged, but it is

obviously logical to assume that they could not borrow more on the

security of the land than the land was worth, and that potential lenders

would assure themselves of the value of the land to ensure that they were

not left exposed should the land be worth less than the principal secured

upon it.

When the figures for mortgage principal per acre for the entire manor

are compared with those for value at sale, a neat progression emerges from

28±5 per cent in 1710–1719 to 58±7 per cent in 1770–1779. This can be

readily taken to suggest that mortgagor were much more anxious to

borrow a higher proportion of their estate’s value over time. If the figures

are viewed in the normal four locational categories, a much more confused

picture emerges. New land was normally geared much more highly than

old land. In West Bradford and Grindleton, old land was mortgaged for

between 20 and 55 per cent of its sale value in 1710–1769 but for 80 per

cent in 1770–1779; new land for between 49 and 58 per cent in 1710–1749,

but after that for 80–85 per cent of its potential sale value. In Newton and

Slaidburn, the comparative figures for old land are between 10 and 30 per

cent 1720–1749, 47±4 per cent in 1710–1719, and 68±7 and 77±0 per cent in

1750–1759 and 1760–1769 respectively. New land in Newton and

Slaidburn was again much more highly geared except in the decade

1710–1719 (31 per cent), but reaching positively absurd levels of borrowing

against the potential sale value: in 1740–1749, 113 per cent ; 1750–1759,

110 per cent ; 1760–1769, 267 per cent ; and 1770–1779, 125±2 per cent.

Even if there is a margin of error in these figures, we must conclude that

some of the owners of the new lands were prone to mortgage them for

more than the value they were likely to achieve on sale. We have a

paradox: good land was mortgaged for relatively small sums compared to

its value, whilst poor land was mortgaged for much more. It is possible,

but no more than this, that mortgaging on this scale was an attempt to

generate capital for investment in these farms, but debt on this scale must

have been difficult to service (if, indeed, mortgagors did).

 

This account of the land market in the manor of Slaidburn suggests

several conclusions. The first is the discovery of something of which

contemporaries doubtless knew well. There were clear microtopographies

of rural change in which some villages or districts underwent a process of
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consolidation and estate formation but from which others, only a few

miles distant, were excluded, or which underwent the experience at a later

date. Despite having an active land market, some villages remained

dominated by small properties. We may postulate that well-located

smallholdings remained economically viable for a much longer period:

such smallholdings attracted much higher prices per acre and were

probably of little interest to men investing in property because of their

small size, enhanced value and the difficulty of ever amassing sufficient of

them to put together an estate. Estate-formation, it may yet transpire,

takes place most actively in areas of relative agricultural disadvantage and

proceeds at its maximum pace at moments of agricultural depression.

Secondly, the units of property offered for sale in the land market are

persistently smaller in size than those transferred within the family. The

average size of each progressively rises over time. In 1650–1679 the overall

mean transaction size in the Slaidburn court rolls was 12±7 acres ; in

1750–1779 it was 22±3 acres. The mean familial transaction in 1650–1679

was 19±7 acres ; in 1750–1779 it was 39±8 acres. The mean extra-familial

transaction was 9±6 acres in 1650–1670 but only 10±7 acres in 1750–1779.

The units offered for mortgage were also smaller : in 1650–1679 they were

9±2 acres, in 1750–1779 17±9 acres.#& Small owners were progressively

winnowed out, especially in Slaidburn and Newton.

Thirdly, there is a whole range of observations to be made about value.

The 130 years after 1650 saw a great increase in the sums lent on

mortgage, both in absolute terms but also in the proportion of the

potential sale value realized by mortgage. The value of land at sale was

capable of doubling and trebling locally, a price inflation far in excess of

that observed nationally.#' The horizon from which purchasers and

mortgagees was drawn increased considerably. The land market ceased to

be one in which sales and mortgages were brokered within the locality and

became one in which capital flowed over much wider distances. Both

capital and land were transformed into commodities. The increased

availability of money allowed much larger mortgages to be raised on

property, even coming close to the capital value of the land. These

observations raise questions about communications. How did the investor

wanting land to buy secure word of land’s availability? In the late

seventeenth century, it was quite probably through word of mouth and the

brokerage of local attorneys. In the late eighteenth century availability

was declared by newspaper advertisement and the highest price secured

by auction. This obviously opened up the range of people who might be

aware of a forthcoming sale : a change in the institutional framework in

which land was sold might well have contributed to the inflation in prices.

Small copyholders in the later eighteenth century could, by exploiting
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their land’s new capital value, release sums of money on a scale quite

unimaginable to their fathers and grandfathers. This money came from

investors who were drawn especially from the trades and professions,

looking for investment opportunities. They forced up the price of land far

beyond any real increase in its profitability. The local circumstances of this

Pennine manor suggest that land did indeed attract a premium beyond its

economic worth.

One final observation might be made. On this occasion we have tried to

describe the land market through a series of quantitative measures for

which other researchers might, in time, be able to offer comparative

figures. Enough has already been seen to show how land markets are

quirky, shaped by the individuals active within them as vendors and

purchasers. We are inevitably talking about very small numbers of

individuals who might dominate the land market of a given township. On

a further occasion we intend to describe the individuals engaged in estate

formation in the manor of Slaidburn and so outline further how villages

of yeomen could, by processes largely internal to them, be transformed

into villages of landlords and tenants.
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